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Midnight Sun
by witheredsilence

Summary

They both know it is for the better but they kept pulling each other.

"Are you ready when all of this comes out?"

He looked at the little sunshine in front of him, at least he knows he is happy.

"More than ready"

It's eight o' clock, time for the morning news where everything will be revealed.

"SEVENTEEN's .........."

Notes

A/N: First #seoksoo and other ship au that I will make. Just a product of boredom while
being quarantined and also while sucking up to my fever.

I hope you enjoy!
Disclaimer: This is all fiction!

http://archiveofourown.org/users/witheredsilence/pseuds/witheredsilence


Plans, PDAs, "Baby" Time?!

"I told you not to spill the soup on the table!" Jeonghan warned Seungcheol who spills the
soup repeatedly. It has been a good evening for the 13 members but it's hell for Jeonghan who
follows the trail of Seventeen's leader: Choi Seungcheol also known as "SCOUPS". 

Seokmin laughed upon hearing their mother figure do some sort of nagging inside their dorm
so this kind of scenario is just normal to all of them. 

"It is impossible to eat cleanly when the soup is good" Seungcheol replied and cleaned the
table as he holds his bowl and headed to the sink. 

Their dorm is as crazy as the day they moved. Mingyu cleans, Jeonghan nags, Jihoon sleeps,
Seokmin laughs, Seungcheol eats, Seungkwan sings, Dino dances while eating, Myungho is
reading, Jun is busy with his phone, Jisoo listens to music, Vernon is either sleeping, Hoshi
fixing his tiger den and Wonwoo staring at the blank wall anytime possible but if you don't
see them doing their thing, they are probably with their soulmates. 

"I am dead tired!" Seokmin complained when he saw Jisoo coming outside and immediately
the older one went to check their sunshine. 

"Sleep?" Jisoo offered his lap and the members' faces went "O-kay". The thing is everyone
knows they have some sort of feelings for each other but nobody reacts.

 

Jisoo played with the stray hairs that are framing Seokmin's face and for the younger and
little sunshine that's the best part of sitting on Shua-hyung's lap. 

 

"Do we have a schedule next week?" the younger asked. Just after their Japan comeback,
they just finished their Korean comeback and that means they will have a little break of their
own. 

"All promotions ended last week, if the managers will have something for us then we should
go" Vernon replied.

"I feel like everything ended so let's just wait- might as well plan for a getaway around the
country" Seungkwan added. 

That made everyone think of the things they wanted to do. 

"I want to see the sunset," Seokmin said. 

"Me too!" Mingyu replied and laughed along with Seokmin. 



This year had been different, all activities overseas are on hold but some performances are
shown globally truly SEVENTEEN became world-class. 

But being world-class has its consequences, they are not allowed to do things. Lately, some
are showing skinship via LIVEs but that's a little overboard for them. They have to watch
their body language and the only way they can show affection is when they are inside the
dorm. 

Jisoo who catches feelings for Seokmin feels he is inside a box when they are outside or
when doing a live but right now they are showing every affection they have. Hoshi who
constantly checks on Jihoon also limits the way he interacts with him but still likes his all-in-
one guy, pretty much everyone is like this except for Chan who is the youngest and
sometimes the one that cheers his hyungs when they get upset. 

"How about we rent the B&B where Hyori-sunbaenim lived?" Wonwoo suggested and
immediately all their eyes glowed. 

That way they can enjoy each other's company.

All they have to do is ask their managers. 

 



Is it a Yes? , What do you like about each other? , What did you
feel after falling?

The next day was tough all of the members circled around their managers and begged them
for a week off.

 

"We will ask the management first" Mingyu's manager replied.

"It is just Jeju" Mingyu scoffed, "As if something will happen there?!" he added,

But this is also for their privacy as an artist anyway it's not just the managers not liking the
idea but also protecting them from harm.

"Please give us a minute!" the managers said.

 

The managers and the members are separated while the managers are discussing what to do
the members are discussing where to sleep in the B&B since Hyori and Sang-soon are not
living there anymore so they have to improvise a lot of kinds of stuff like where to sleep and
etc.

 

Finally, after a few minutes of talking to each other, the managers finished deciding and their
verdict is: "It's a YES!" but only if they keep their phones close to them so when they need to
go back it won't be hard.

 

"I knew you would all say yes!" Seungcheol blurted out after hearing everything.

 

"Please always keep an eye on your phone even if you are away, the management will kill us
if we suddenly lost you along the way," one of the managers said.

 

Everyone agreed and they hurriedly ran towards their rooms and began packing things. After
all, a week seems to be a long vacation for them and they deserved it.

 

The managers left after the so-called "meeting" and all there is left are the members.



 

"What should we bring? Should we bring pots?! microwaves?! A grill?!" Jeonghan asked, as
a master of grilling well it is a must. 

 

"I think we need to make a list and then buy a lot since there are no convenience stores near
Sogil-ri" Chan, the youngest who just goes with the flow replied.

 

"A lot of food, electric coffee makers and everything man! sometimes I hate planning like
this because it makes my head full!" Seokmin replied and laughed right after followed by the
laugh magnet Jisoo too, none of them knew that after this trip a lot of things will happen
especially FOR THE TWO OF THEM.

 

The things are settled in just a minute of planning and although the trip is next week they
can't help thinking about it.

"Good Morning!" Vernon greeted, it is another day of a break yet the dorm is getting them
fed up seeing each other's faces almost every day.

 

"What do we like about each other?" Chan finally broke the silence with an unusual question.

 

The other members looked at each other but of course, Chan knows despite them trying to
avoid the question.

 

"Come on, it's fine...I know" Chan said to assure them that it was okay.

 

"I always like Jeonghan because he's always fun to be with more like comfortable to be with,
even if he is also a prankster" Seungcheol, the leader said. Jeonghan smiled at that thought so
he followed too.

 

"Maybe the way he thinks about us, I still remember that one time when he called me during
hiatus that we can do it despite his absence...that's what I like about him. Even if he is not
with us in the first half of 2019 I felt him there because of the constant cheers" he said and



suddenly the room became emotional. Among many idols, SEVENTEEN has got to have a
very close friendship and this tells how they are as friends and as acquaintances.

 

"You? What do you like about Jisoo?" Jeonghan passed the question to their little sunshine.

 

"Shua-hyung...." he started.

"Please tell good things about me," Jisoo said.

"Shua-hyung...is incredible..he worked hard even if he's from a foreign country..." Seokmin
said.

"That's it?!" Jisoo asked while looking at the little sunshine on his lap early in the morning.

"Yeah... no, I will always look up to Shua-hyung" he added. He was about to talk when Hoshi
said something.

 

"I like my Jihoon because he is always with me and supporting everything I do," Hoshi said.

 

"Please don't..." Jihoon is silently praying that Hoshi won't say some words.

 

"Maybe we really fall in love with that kind of person," Mingyu said.

 

Of course, they won't deny it, it is just them anyway. Falling in love with the same sex felt
like a crime but actually, that's acceptable and loving will not be a crime. No one will judge
you why you love the same sex but people will create rumors that is how things work but
loving is not a crime.

 

"All you need is the strength," Myungho said.

"What did you feel when you fell in love?" Chan asked.

 

"Why are we answering all of these kinds of stuff in broad daylight?!" Wonwoo commented.



"Falling in love is somehow not a choice but suddenly coming into you like a sense of some
sort. I felt falling for Cheol a few years ago and it is still the same now...the feeling of
comfort, and happiness in one is just overwhelming in a good way" Jeonghan replied to
Chan, he really starts every discussion to motivate others to talk too.

 

"I feel calm when I am with him," Jisoo said and pointed to Seokmin.

 

"Gives me so much happiness" Seungkwan looks at Vernon.

 

All of them have their own version of falling and liking but what matters the most is their
well-being that will never be hurt when all of this slowly comes out.

 

The day ended with just them asking pretty much "love" questions and Chan enjoys them
because of the way he see them. His hyungs are happy with his other hyungs, that not having
a partner himself feels like he is much blessed to have 12 hyungs – that is more than enough.

 

After a few days, their trip finally came.

 

"Come on! The airplane will leave in an hour!" Seungcheol called out.

 

They headed to their respective cars tugging their stuff with them and hoping for a wonderful
Jeju Island/Sogil-ri getaway. 



Sogil-ri

It didn't take long enough for them to board the plane and reach Jeju Island, in only a few
hours they arrived at their destination and what awaits them outside are their cars ready to
take them to paradise. 

 

The car setup is understandable but somehow unfair for those who don't want to see
affection. Too bad that's how it goes.

 

Seungcheol, Jeonghan, Jisoo, and Seokmin are assigned to the first mini-van. 

 

Wonwoo, Mingyu, Hoshi, and Jihoon are in the other car while in the last it's Jun, Myungho,
Chan, Seungkwan, and Vernon. Quite a nice setup but it was all due to the rock-paper-
scissors game just before the car arrives.

 

The first van consisting of the major couples felt like a noraebang (karaoke)  in broad
daylight. Seokmin sang his heart out, Seungcheol carefully driving while his other hand
focuses on Jeonghan's.

 

"It's daylight!" Jisoo reminded the two people in front of them.

 

But Jeonghan got something to say, while ago when they were on the plane Jisoo fell asleep
on Seokmin's shoulders and of course, he is not Jeonghan if he did not take a photo of them.
He showed the picture to Jisoo and laughed, "Both of you should act okay with this since we
caught you all doing acts earlier too" Jeonghan smiled while showing the picture to Seokmin.

 

The first mini-van was full of laughter while the other just felt like it is going to be some sort
of heated argument. 

 

"The tiger pillow! It is missing! Jihoon-ah, did you bring it?!" Hoshi asked. 



"You don't need a tiger" Jihoon calmly replied.

"Yes, he does" Mingyu replied.

"See! Even Mingyu knows I needed that tiger pillow!" Hoshi said and turn his back to
Jihoon.

 

It got pretty messy when Jihoon accidentally elbowed Hoshi and dropped his phone.

 

"Oh no, okay...calm down..we don't want to cause commotion here people! We don't want to
cause commotion!" Mingyu said calmly and both Hoshi and Jihoon stayed quiet.

 

"Please, when we arrived at the Sogil-ri B&B calm yourself down!" Mingyu reminded the
two.

 

Wonwoo just absentmindedly watches the trees sway and the houses get far as they reach the
heaven bed and breakfast. During the broadcast of Hyori B&B, the place was popular for its
cool ambiance so what does it look like when it's not occupied by people?

 

Meanwhile, the third car is all quiet the remaining members are sleeping only Myungho the
driver is awake and also near the place.

 

After a little car ride, they all reached the place although it is a little bit gloomy since the
place was vacant for years it turned alive once they entered. Their managers had asked the
caretaker to clean the house since they will stay there for a week. Managers also stocked food
for them and bought a lot of stuff just for them so that they won't go out but knowing how
chaotic they are someone will definitely go out despite having a full stock of food.

 

The 13 members unload their suitcases one by one and brought them inside. The sleeping
area is also by partners, Seungcheol and Jeonghan on the empty bed above, and Seokmin and
Jisoo on the floor above using their mattresses.

 

Mingyu and Wonwoo found that they can sleep in the empty area outside which was once a
studio and now turned into a guest room of sorts with an air cooler, while Jun, Myungho,



Seungkwan, and Vernon downstairs. Chan on the other hand was adopted by the couple
upstairs so it's easy for him after he's Cheol and Han's baby.

 

"Chan, put your things upstairs," Jeonghan said and the youngest followed and also he
wanted to rest.

 

Last week all they wanted is a rest and now that they have it they finally felt that "What to
do?" question. It's all fun and games they said when planning but right after it doesn't feel
like it anymore.

 

"Can you excuse us? We want to sleep" Seungkwan asked since Vernon and him are tired.

 

It's not a recorded getaway anyway so they don't need to do things. Just sleeping is okay.

 

Mingyu and Wonwoo already fell asleep in the studio. Seungcheol fell asleep, and Han
prepares dinner for them.

 

Suddenly the whole house is quiet but not with Seokmin and Jisoo who walked to the near
the surrounding trees. 

 

 

 

 

 



Sunshine, Relationships, Reveals

Chapter Notes

Disclaimer: This is just a work of fiction, there will be sensitive topics coming updates
to updates. Please don't get serious hehe.

For years they felt very close to each other and realized that it wasn't just closeness. When
Jisoo went to Los Angeles for a break and Seokmin went to his hometown, there wasn't a
single day where they did not contact each other.

 

Every day is always a blessing for both of them and hopefully, they can finally tell the world.
The whole industry is strict when it comes to stories like this, it seems like people are being
judged here and there especially when a few years ago Dispatch just released info about
revealing same-sex idol couples. To be honest there is nothing wrong but the industry shapes
idols as someone people can "idolize" more like an "ideal type".

 

Jisoo held Seokmin's hand while they were walking, their masks on and their caps hiding
their identities well. There are passerby who are old enough not to know them and smiles at
them that is what the kind of "acceptance" both of them needs and the others as well.

 

They just walked and walked under Sogil-Ri's quiet neighborhood of course here they are
free to do everything.

 

"After this week let's reveal everything to the public," the older one said and they both
stopped in their tracks.

 

Their dating ban is already done, as much as they both want to keep this a secret they also
want to tell the world how much they love each other and this is who they are far from the
image the media had sculpted. Both already talked to the management about this, even with
the higher-ups.

 



No one will leave the group, the management under their agency supports it well. At least
that is the assurance they wanted after a long time.

 

"Wouldn't it be hard for us?" the little sunshine asked.

"Of course, it would be, we were introduced as a "boyfriend" concept" Jisoo replied.

"But why?" the little sunshine wants to tell Jisoo that it will be really hard despite everyone's
support.

"I know you are scared that a lot of people will go against you and no longer treats you as
their sunshine but I will, I will always be here," Jisoo said comforting whatever Seokmin
feels at the moment.

 

They called their parents before to tell them about their relationship and it was okay too as
long as they are happy. Seokmin and Jisoo continue to stroll the area.

 

The sun is setting down and it is beautiful. Hopefully, people will really understand them
when they finally announced everything to the world.

"Dinner is ready!" Jeonghan shouted enough for the studio to hear then Mingyu and Wonwoo
ran inside immediately.

 

"That's how fast the both of you are when it is about food" Jeonghan commented.

 

The others came too and also Seokmin and Jisoo.

 

"Where have you been?" Cheol asked.

"Uh, we just walked around the neighborhood" Jisoo replied.

"Must be cold" Jeonghan added.

"No, it's warm...I have my sunshine.." Jisoo teased the eating Seokmin.

 

"Ohhhh" everybody teased.



 

"No, actually the place is good the neighborhood is refreshing if you all want to come later
after eating," Jisoo said.

 

"Uh...no, pass...I'd rather watch here inside maybe tomorrow," Hoshi said.

 

The place was filled with laughter and small bickering from other members. This is the
getaway they want and hopefully, it will last until the time they needed to leave and tell the
whole world their secrets.

 

Cheol and Han, Seokmin and Jisoo, Mingyu and Wonwoo, Jun and Hao, Vernon and
Seungkwan, and Hoshi and Jihoon.

 

They all hope for the better and also protect their youngest, Chan.

 

After a few hours everything is set for them to sleep the couples were gathered by Jeonghan
in the dining area and left Chan sleeping upstairs.

 

"After the trip, we will announce everything," he said.

"Be prepared for the emotions that will pour, be prepared for what people will say to you, this
is not about them anymore it's about us" Han added.

 

Everyone agreed but they all felt uneasy.

 

What will be SEVENTEEN's fate after that?

 



Seungcheol and Jeonghan

Chapter Notes

See the end of the chapter for notes

They have known each other for years and ever since their pre-debut, they are the ones that
you can call affectionate with each other. Both of them grew up in the industry and fate keeps
them intact together until their prime years, they are always the epitome of a true friendship
but of course, for them, it is different than what people perceive because it is their true
feelings for each other. 

Ironically speaking no one will allow them to go on a trip like this, especially without their
managers but this they had planned for long. Early weeks of the year they had been seen on
Lives where they always being sweet with each other and it slipped when Seungcheol held
his hands for quite long unaware of the cameras rolling in front of them and yet people
dubbed it as "close friends" but that is not what they want people to know because they are
actually telling them. 

Seungcheol woke up in the middle of the night finding Jeonghan squeezed with Chan, the
youngest. 

He had not slept since laying down earlier. 

"Why are you still awake?" Seungcheol asked. 

"I feel like things will not be okay after everything will be announced" Jeonghan replied, but
that was actually unexpected and even the management knows that people will have mixed
signals. 

"Come on, we already discussed it right? So when will be the right time then? After
everything falls?" Cheol asked holding Jeonghan's hand. 

"We are battling this idea for like years now, don't you think it will be hard for Gyu? For
Seokmin?" Jeonghan was worried especially since Mingyu had gone through a lot and then
this will happen?

"I know it will be but as adults people will not have a say in our decision, people suspects so
we tell them it is true," Seungcheol said, he wasn't the type to be telling all the kinds of stuff
but this time he needs to be the leader everyone deserves. 

"I don't know, Cheol...I can't be happy till I hear what the crowd says" Han replied. 

 

They play a big role in the media industry and of course, their shows might have been
canceled because of this but should a leader let his members down? Of course not!
Seungcheol knows what to do, he knows what to do. 



"Relax, Jeonghan..it will be better...I promise and I won't let anyone inside this group hurt..
not even you" he whispered and held Jeonghan close to him. 

They are not just Seungcheol and Jeonghan.

They are SEVENTEEN's Pillars. 

 

Chapter End Notes

A/N: I am really sorry for the short update, the original draft got deleted when the
internet broke down. This is all I can remember from what I wrote the first time.



Joshua and Seokmin

Chapter Notes

Did you enjoy HARE Fan meeting yesterday?! 😬 We got a little Seoksoo Crumbs but
we got Jeongcheol too! Their bond is really strong JiHan and SoonHoon melted my
heart yesterday! ❤ 

Morning arrived with Seokmin and Joshua talking in the dining room, they woke up to the
news of some fans that took pictures while they were walking the other night.

Jeonghan who was all sleepy got shocked when his phone started ringing.

"Wake up, we need to talk to Joshua and Seokmin" Seungcheol nudged him.

"Why?"
"Well, the walk they had yesterday seemed to attract some fans," Cheol said.
" Wait what?! This is what I am talking about! What are we gonna do?! Did the managers
call? The management?" Jeonghan asked frantically.
"Calm down...Shua and Seokmin don't need another person scolding them because of what
they did" Seungcheol said.

Both of them went out and saw the two in the dining area. The others decided to leave them
so they can talk.

"What happened?" Jeonghan started.
"Some fans took pictures yesterday without our permission" Seokmin started.

But Joshua held Seokmin's hand. "No, let me explain," he said.

"We removed our mask. Someone may have seen us..." Joshua started.
"And is that a valid answer for you both? to be exposed, you don't deserve this" Seungcheol
reacted.

Jeonghan was like "What are you doing?!" but truly Seokmin and Joshua don't need to
explain. They know what they did, but are they willing to own up to their mistakes?

"Shua, Seokmin we are not asking you to break your relationship we know you both love
each other. But are you both willing to accept your mistakes? I mean so that no one will ever
judge you anymore?" Seungcheol asked.

"Yes," Shua replied.
"Of course" Seokmin too.



Jeonghan patted their backs. The photos were a little blurry actually and the managers took
care of the problem and it is sorted but this really puts a scare especially since they are trying
to end their stigma after their trip.

Shua and Seokmin were sent to their rooms, no more going out just playing games or
watching tv inside the area.

---
"That scared me," Jeonghan said.
"I forgot to tell you that it was already sorted, I just want to hear your opinion about the two
of them. Love...this is the start whatever happens next or whoever will be put under fire again
we can take care but certainly we will also learn...I guess that's how we slowly tell the world"
Seungcheol explained to Jeonghan.

This world is already cruel, they just need to cope with it. Cope with the cruel people as well.

Joshua looked at the younger, it doesn't take a minute before he can figure out what's wrong
he knows the younger blames himself for not being careful and for not protecting him.

"I told you not to keep anger" Joshua smiled.
"When are we able to tell and confess everything because this literally kills me now..."
Seokmin replied.
"We all feel like we are inside a box with our feelings, Seokmin...but all we have to do is wait
for the right time...Cheol, Han, and everyone are also working hard it's not just us that feels
this way my dear," Joshua said and hugged Seokmin.

Life and Love when combined is not a combo that you will always like. The other tackles
about how you deal with everyday routine just like a toddler knowing what's coming next
while the other teaches you pain. It's like a Paper Fortune Telling Game that you need to open
every part to know what your fortune is.

That's what keeps Seokmin and Joshua alive, they play according to the rules of the Fortune
Telling Game. They play because those words inside the paper comfort them and that
represents their love for each other.

Open and close.
Words.
Open and close.
Phrases.

But never a letdown moment because it's fun.

The little sunshine is slowly losing its bright light. The little sunshine is slowly turning into a
moon full of darkness and worries.



Please drop by the Archive and comment to let the creator know if you enjoyed their work!

http://archiveofourown.org/works/30715631/comments/new
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